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Glossary
Cooperative breeding A form of social system in which more than two individuals care for your young. In most cooperatively
breeding systems, some mature offspring delay dispersal, remain in their natal social groups, and often “help” raise the their
parents’ offspring (their siblings) from subsequent breeding attempts.
Hamilton’s Rule The idea that a gene for altruism will spread only if rB>C, where r is the genetic relatedness between two
individuals, B is the benefit (in terms of reproductive units) gained by the recipient of the altruistic act, and C is the cost (in
terms of reproductive units lost) to the individual performing the altruistic act.
Inclusive fitness A total measure of an individual’s contribution of genes to the next generation generated by both direct fitness
(derived from reproduction) and indirect fitness (which depends on social interactions with relatives).
Kin selection A form of natural selection that favors the reproductive success of the relatives an organism helps, even at a cost
to the organism’s own fitness.
Sociality Cooperative group living.

Abstract

Ecology plays a critical role in shaping social evolution. Here we explore how environmental factors influence cooperative
breeding behavior, a complex form of social behavior that involves more than two individuals caring for young. Both harsh
and benign environments can promote cooperative breeding, which constitutes a paradox of environmental condition and
sociality. Using the dual benefits framework to distinguish between different types of grouping benefits – resource defense
benefits derived from groups defending critical resources versus collective action benefits resulting from social cooperation
among group members – can help resolve this paradox. Instead of simply focusing on the behavioral decisions of why
individuals stay at home or why they help parents from only the offspring’s perspective, the dual benefits framework
considers the fitness consequences of cooperation from both the perspectives of current group members (insiders) and of
potential joiners (outsiders). The different grouping benefits of resource defense and collective action profoundly affect
insider-outsider conflict resolution, resulting in predictable differences in the per capita productivity, group size, kin structure,
and stability of the social group. Ultimately, the dual benefits framework allows researchers to make testable predictions
about how the environment influences social evolution, as well as explore the ecological and evolutionary consequences of
sociality.
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Animals of nearly every species on earth interact socially during their lifetimes. These interactions can vary from simply coming
together only to procreate to the formation of long-term social bonds in group-living species. The term social behavior describes
these positive and negative interactions between individuals. When either both interacting individuals receive a fitness benefit
(referred to as a mutual benefit) or when the recipient receives a fitness benefit but the donor pays a fitness cost (referred to as
altruism), organisms are said to be cooperating. Cooperation occurs in numerous species, particularly in those in which individuals
associate together for extended periods of time, such as in most group-living species. Indeed, cooperation forms the basis of soci-
ality, which is perhaps best defined as cooperative group living (Rubenstein and Abbot, 2017b).

Sociality has been a topic of great interest among biologists since Charles Darwin wrote On the Origin of Species more than 150
years ago (Darwin, 1859). Darwin was puzzled by the self-sacrificial behavior and presence of sterile caste in ants, topics that
continue to intrigue biologists to this day. We now know that sociality occurs not just in insects, but broadly across animals as
diverse as crustaceans and primates (Rubenstein and Abbot, 2017b). What’s more, social animals occur in virtually every ecosystem
on Earth, ranging from tropical rainforests and savannas to freshwater lakes and marine coral reefs. Given the broad and varied
geographic and taxonomic distributions of social organisms, biologists have long been interested in explaining why some species
are social and other are not, and what factors drive animal social evolution. This article will address both of these questions by
focusing on the role of environmental factors in driving animal social behavior. As we will see, for nearly 50 years, behavioral biol-
ogists have recognized the critical role that the environment plays in the formation and maintenance of animal societies.
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Here we will focus primarily on vertebrate species whose form of social behavior involves more than two individuals caring for
young. In these “cooperatively breeding species”, non-breeding helpers typically forgo their own reproduction to help raise others’
offspring. To understand why individuals would help raise offspring that are not their own, we must first recognize that genes are
capable of not only being passed on directly via the production of offspring, but also indirectly through a relative’s offspring (Ham-
ilton, 1964). Indeed, kin selection – a form of natural selection that favors the reproductive success of the relatives an organism
helps, even at a cost to the organism’s own fitness – and inclusive fitness theory more generally (i.e., the idea that both direct
and indirect benefits can influence fitness) has long been known as one mechanism that can promote the evolution of cooperative
behavior and sociality, including in cooperatively breeding species (Hamilton, 1964). William D. Hamilton recognized that altru-
istic traits such as helping behavior in cooperatively breeding societies would become more common only if the indirect fitness
gained by the altruist is greater than the direct fitness it loses as a result of its self-sacrificing behavior (Hamilton, 1964). Hamilton
formalized this idea in what has become known as “Hamilton’s Rule”, the idea that a gene for altruism will spread only if rB>C,
where r is the genetic relatedness between two individuals, B is the benefit (in terms of reproductive units) gained by the recipient of
the altruistic act, and C is the cost (in terms of reproductive units lost) to the individual performing the altruistic act. Although relat-
edness is critical to Hamilton’s Rule, the benefit B and cost C (which is generally considered in terms of environmental constraints
on independent reproduction) terms, are just as important. When the inclusive fitness of solitary and social strategies of all group
members are considered, the grouping benefits – group productivity must be greater than the sum of the expected direct fitness of
each group member if each individual were to breed on its own – will be a necessary condition for group formation and stability
(Shen et al., 2017; Keller and Reeve, 1994).

Sociality: Ecology and Delayed Dispersal

The early development of cooperative breeding theory was largely influenced by studies of “helper-at-the-nest” types of avian coop-
eratively breeding systems in which mature offspring delay dispersal, remain in their natal social groups, and often help to raise the
their parents’ offspring (their siblings) from subsequent breeding attempts (Koenig and Mumme, 1987a). In other words, the
emphasis by most researchers of vertebrate social evolution has long been on the formation of family groups. As a consequence,
early studies of cooperative breeding behavior in birds mainly focused on answering two questions: (1) Why do some individuals
within a group delay dispersal?; and (2) Why do some individuals within a group “help”? (Brown, 1987; Emlen, 1984, 1991; Dick-
inson and Hatchwell, 2004).

Many of the earliest studies on avian cooperative breeding occurred in the tropics where environments are relatively stable and
population densities are high. The “habitat saturation hypothesis” was developed to resolve the first question, namely why mature
offspring forgo current reproduction and stay at home when the alternative of breeding solitarily yields greater fitness (i.e., solitary
breeders usually have the highest per capita productivity) (Selander, 1964). The key insight of this habitat saturation hypothesis was
that current breeding options for mature offspring can be severely limited because high population density leads to habitat satu-
ration, which can in turn lead to a shortage of acceptable territorial vacancies for solitary breeders. Under such circumstances, indi-
viduals that temporarily delay dispersal and remain in their natal social groups until suitable solitary breeding vacancies become
available can realize greater lifetime fitness than individuals that disperse prematurely (Brown, 1974, 1987; Emlen, 1982, 1984;
Koenig, 1981; Koenig and Pitelka, 1981; Koenig et al., 1992).

The habitat saturation hypothesis was subsequently expanded into the “ecological constraints hypothesis” (Emlen, 1982,
1984) to include situations where current breeding options are limited because of either (1) a lack of breeding openings in stable
environments or (2) the high cost of rearing young in fluctuating environments. Most empirical tests of the ecological constraints
hypothesis have focused on the idea that habitat saturation promotes delayed dispersal and the evolution of helping behavior
(Koenig and Mumme, 1987b). However, this second constraint related to the costs of rearing young in fluctuating environments
is not caused by a shortage of breeding vacancies or mates, but rather by a limit on the ability of solitary pairs to successfully
reproduce without helpers in harsh years. Emlen considered “the erratic changes in rainfall in unpredictable environments as
creating the functional equivalents of breeding openings and closures” (Emlen, 1982, page 37). Only more recently have
researchers begun to explore the role of environmental variation in driving helping behavior and the evolution of cooperative
breeding (Lukas and Clutton-Brock, 2017; Griesser et al., 2017; Jetz and Rubenstein, 2011; Rubenstein and Lovette, 2007; Ruben-
stein, 2011). Thus, the ecological constraints hypothesis focused largely on the role of spatial environmental variation and
ecological constraints in driving delayed dispersal and helping behavior, though it also considered how temporal variation influ-
ences these processes.

Although both of these early hypotheses emphasized how ecological constraints on independent breeding could promote coop-
eration, the “benefits of philopatry hypothesis” was later proposed to emphasize the unique benefits found only on the natal terri-
tory, which can increase an offspring’s survival, reproduction, or future breeding opportunities, and, thus, may also drive delayed
dispersal (Stacey and Ligon, 1987, 1991). The benefits of philopatry and ecological constraints hypotheses are now often considered
to be “two sides of the same coin” because both compare the fitness consequences of the same decision of joining versus dispersing
from one’s natal social group (Emlen, 1994; Koenig et al., 1992; Mumme, 1997). In other words, they represent the two key param-
eters – B and C – in Hamilton’s Rule. One key difference between them, however, is that the ecological constraints hypothesis
focuses on mean fitness values related to helping behavior, whereas the benefits of philopatry hypothesis focuses on variance it
fitness (Rubenstein, 2011), a topic we shall return to later.
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The Dual Benefits Framework

The ecological constraints and benefits of philopatry hypotheses have been used to explain the formation of family groups in
a variety of vertebrate species ranging from birds to mammals to fish, yet many authors have questioned the predictive power of
these hypotheses above the species level because numerous species seemingly face equally strong ecological constraints but do
not exhibit delayed dispersal (Smith, 1990; Covas and Griesser, 2007; Hatchwell and Komdeur, 2000; Kokko, 2007; Brockmann,
1997; Koenig et al., 1992; Kokko and Lundberg, 2001). Moreover, theoretical models have also challenged the assumption that
ecological constraints are a necessary condition for the evolution of either offspring delayed dispersal or cooperative breeding
(Pen and Weissing, 2000; Kokko and Lundberg, 2001).

One problem with the ecological constraints and benefit of philopatry hypotheses is that they largely focus on offspring deci-
sions to remain in the natal group. However, social group formation is not just based on the decisions of offspring; parents also have
a say in whether they will allow their offspring to remain on the natal territory. More generally, unrelated immigrants – “outsiders” –
can also try to join a social group and the current group members – “insiders” –will try to accept or repel a potential joiner based on
their own interests (Giraldeau and Caraco, 1993; Higashi and Yamamura, 1993; Giraldeau and Caraco, 2000). Conflict between
insiders and outsiders (referred to as insider-outsider conflict) often exists because the fitness interests over group membership
might not be the same for the two parties. Interestingly, when the interests of both insiders and outsiders are considered, the neces-
sary – but not sufficient – condition for group formation is that there must be grouping benefits, such that the total group produc-
tivity must be greater than the sum of the expected fitnesses of each group member if each individual were to breed on their own,
taking into account changes in long-term genetic contributions due to fluctuating environments (Shen et al., 2017). Two main types
of grouping benefits have been proposed under the dual benefits framework: resource defense and collective action benefits (Shen
et al., 2017). Importantly, these different grouping benefits profoundly affect the per capita productivity, group size, kinship compo-
sition, and stability of the resulting social groups, a topic we explore in greater detail below

Resource Defense Benefits

An individual will only benefit by joining a cooperatively breeding group if such membership provides fitness advantages over
living as a solitary breeder or as part of a breeding pair. Most organisms require critical resources from the environment (e.g., an
abundance of food, shelter, safe breeding sites, etc.) for successful reproduction. When such resources are distributed heteroge-
neously in space, they become economically defendable (Emlen and Oring, 1977; Brown, 1964). Resource defense (RD) benefits
refer to one category of such benefits not available to outsiders and that are obtained from access to, and familiarity with, the ecolog-
ical resources controlled by the group. RD benefits can enhance the survival of group members when the quality of the habitat (or
other resources) controlled by the group is superior to that in surrounding areas. Access to (and familiarity with) high quality food
resources and safe habitat can reduce the risks of starvation and predation, respectively (Ekman et al., 2004). RD benefits also
include reproductive advantages resulting from increased (current and future) access to potential mates and increased (future)
access to high quality breeding opportunities. Examples include using the group’s defended area as a “safe haven” from which
to prospect for mates or nearby breeding vacancies (Zack, 1990; Kokko and Ekman, 2002), budding off a portion of the group’s
defended area for personal reproduction (Woolfenden and Fitzpatrick, 1984), or inheriting the resources of the group by becoming
its dominant breeder (Stacey and Koenig, 1990).

The RD benefit concept assumes that group-controlled resources are important for survival and reproduction. This is most likely
to be true when population density is high (leading to habitat saturation) and critical resources are spatially and temporally distrib-
uted so as to be defensible by groups. When such conditions apply, the intensity of competition to occupy territories of high
resource quality is heightened, increasing the likelihood that an outsider (an individual or pair not in a group) will benefit from
group membership and breeding cooperatively. The RD benefit concept also assumes that resources are fixed in the sense that
the activities of group members do not significantly increase the quality or quantity of resources accessible to the group.

Collective Action Benefits

We define a collective action (CA) benefit as any grouping benefit resulting from social cooperation among group members (Shen
et al., 2017). Such cooperation is generated by active social coordination between group members and may produce benefits that
increase reproductive success (e.g., if larger groups better provision or protect dependent young), decrease predation risk (e.g., by
alarm calling, group mobbing or attacking predators), enhance foraging efficiency (e.g., by information sharing, social storing of
food or cooperative hunting), or reduce energy expenditure (e.g., by social huddling to conserve energy) (Whitehouse and Lubin,
2005; Krause and Ruxton, 2002). We exclude benefits arising from passive dilution of simply being in an aggregation (i.e., selfish
herd effects).

The Paradox of Environmental Quality and Sociality

Over the past decade, an accumulation of evidence has shown that social species are distributed widely in both stable, benign envi-
ronments as well as in harsh, fluctuating environments. For example, cooperatively breeding starlings tend to inhabit fluctuating
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environments with highly variable rainfall (Rubenstein and Lovette, 2007), but cooperatively breeding hornbills predominantly
live in temporally stable areas (Gonzalez et al., 2013). Cooperatively breeding cichlid fishes are more likely than non-
piscivorous ones to be distributed in temporally and spatially stable environments (Dey et al., 2017). And finally, cooperatively
breeding birds (Jetz and Rubenstein, 2011) and mammals (Lukas and Clutton-Brock, 2017) occur more frequently in temporally
fluctuating environments than the non-cooperative species. These contrasting patterns of environmental quality and sociality
constitute a puzzle that has become known as the paradox of environmental quality and sociality (Shen et al., 2017).

One conceptual obstacle to understanding the evolution of cooperative breeding is determining why both benign and harsh
environments lead to cooperative behavior, a phenomenon that constitutes the paradox of environmental quality and sociality.
Experienced researchers of cooperative breeding might quickly argue that the ecological constraints hypothesis actually resolved
this paradox long ago. That is, cooperative breeding groups form because current breeding options are limited for mature offspring
in both benign and harsh environments. However, as many researchers have pointed out, adopting an overly general definition of
ecological constraints makes it difficult to obtain useful, testable predictions and can lead to facile post hoc identification of
constraints (Hatchwell and Komdeur, 2000; Kokko and Ekman, 2002). Evidently, the adaptive significance of cooperative breeding
in many social species remains elusive (Wcislo and Tierney, 2009; Silk, 2007; Cockburn and Russell, 2011). How then can we solve
the paradox of environmental quality and sociality with empirical studies of cooperatively breeding vertebrates?

Dual Benefits and the Paradox of Environmental Quality and Sociality

To solve the paradox of environmental quality and sociality, we argue that one must apply the dual benefits framework and distin-
guish between the different types of grouping benefits. Although an increasing number of comparative studies have attempted to
identify key social and ecological factors promoting sociality (Cornwallis et al., 2017; Rubenstein and Abbot, 2017a; Lukas and
Clutton-Brock, 2017; Griesser et al., 2017), the adaptive significance of sociality at the intraspecific level remains a difficult ques-
tion to answer. The dual benefit framework, which provides two fundamental types of grouping benefits that select for sociality,
allows for clear manipulative experiments with testable predictions about group stability, kinship composition, and insider-
outsider conflict during the group formation process in order to understand the evolution of sociality at both intra- and interspe-
cific levels.

Although understanding which types of benefits individuals receive from grouping is essential for determining why animals
form groups and for resolving the paradox of environmental quality and sociality, doing so can be challenging. When the type
of potential grouping benefit an individual can receive by joining a cooperative group is a form of direct benefit (versus only an
indirect benefit from raising relatives), it is critical to determine whether it is of the RD or CA type. When both categories of benefits
apply, the best way to empirically determine which type of benefit is primary for any given system is to conduct separate experi-
ments manipulating each type of benefit (Shen et al., 2017). Specifically, manipulations of critical resources controlled by cooper-
atively breeding groups should cause predictable changes in group size if access to resources is an important RD benefit of
cooperatively breeding group membership. Conversely, manipulations that reduce the efficiency of, or need for, coordinated social
cooperation among cooperatively breeding groupmembers should cause predictable changes in the productivity or size of the social
group if enhanced social cooperation is an important CA benefit maintaining cooperatively breeding groups. In Table 1, we describe
six experimental manipulations presented originally by Shen et al. (2017), as well as the expected results if the system is primarily
one of RD, or CA, benefits.

The Ecological Constraints Hypothesis Versus the Dual-Benefits Framework

The dual benefit framework differs from the ecological constraints hypothesis in two major ways: (1) both the insider’s and
outsider’s perspectives are considered in the dual benefits framework; and (2) two different types of grouping benefits are clearly
distinguished in the dual benefits framework, which has profound implications for group formation and on kinship structure.
Considering insider-outsider conflict also helps us to understand diverse strategies regarding group formation and stability in
a unified framework. For example, a joining outsider can work harder to provide some CA benefits to compensate the direct fitness
loss of sharing resources, as proposed by “pay-to-stay” models for the evolution of cooperative breeding (Bergmler et al., 2005;
Kokko et al., 2002; Gaston, 1978). Importantly, instead of only considering an offspring’s dispersal decision, insider-outsider
conflict theory is incorporated into the dual benefits framework to help identify which party’s interests are more important in
affecting group formation under different RD and CA benefit scenarios.

Although other hypotheses to explain the evolution of cooperative breeding behavior considered different types of benefits, they
were largely confounded by a lack of clarity. For example, the benefits of philopatry hypothesis included both “access to critical
resources” and the “group benefits” as benefits of remaining in the natal group (Stacey and Ligon, 1987, 1991). Similarly, the
ecological constraints hypothesis included what amount to RD benefits (in stable environments) and CA benefits (in harsh years
in fluctuating environments) as benefits of living in cooperatively breeding groups (Emlen, 1982). Thus, the grouping benefit types
were confounded in each of the original hypotheses, which therefore lacked power for generating critical predictions for distinguish-
ing between them. In contrast, distinguishing RD from CA benefits under the dual benefits framework allows these concepts to be
reconfigured into clear and testable alternative hypotheses and predictions.
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Table 1 Summary of critical experiments testing the relative importance of resource defense benefits versus collective action benefits in the formation and maintenance of cooperatively breeding groups.
Determining the relative importance of the two types of benefits requires conducting separate experiments manipulating each type of benefit in the same species

Grouping benefit Critical experiment Predicted results Species Reference

Resource
defense

Create available high quality resource outside the
control of existing cooperative social groups.

Individuals disperse and defend the newly available
resources.

Seychelles warblers Komdeur (1992)

Superb fairy wrens Pruett-Jones and Lewis (1990)
Red cockaded
woodpeckers

Walters et al. (1992)

Cichlid fishes (N. pulcher) Heg et al. (2008)
Hover wasps Field et al. (1998)

Increase critical resource within the control of
existing cooperative social groups.

Larger proportion of young delay dispersal Carrion crows Baglione et al. (2006)

Reduce critical resource within the control of existing
cooperative social groups.

Smaller proportion of young delay dispersal Western bluebirds Dickinson and McGowan (2005)

Collective action Increase the importance of collective action benefit
by manipulating critical ecological environment.

Larger proportion of young delay dispersal White fronted bee-eaters Emlen (1982), Emlen (1990), Emlen and Wrege
(1991)

Pied kingfishers Reyer (1990)
Decrease the importance of collective action benefit
by manipulating critical ecological environment.

Smaller proportion of young delay dispersal Sociable weavers Covas et al. (2004)

Cichlid fishes (N. pulcher) Heg et al. (2004)
Manipulate group size and/or composition. Effects depend on magnitude of the collective action

benefit
grey-crowned babblers Brown et al. (1982)

Siberian jays Ekman and Griesser (2002)
Cichlid fishes (N. pulcher) Heg et al. (2004)
Hover wasps Field et al. (2000)

Note: After Shen, S.-F., Emlen, S.T., Koenig, W.D., Rubenstein, D.R., 2017. The ecology of cooperative breeding behaviour. Ecology Letters 20, 708–720.
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Finally, kin selection has a central role in the dual benefits framework. By employing Hamilton’s inclusive fitness theory, we can
show that if the primary grouping benefit is of the RD type, the direct fitnesses of current group members decrease when an outsider
is accepted into the group (Shen et al., 2017). Thus, only related outsiders will be accepted to join the group when they have a low
probability of finding a breeding vacancy (high habitat saturation, Fig. 1(a-b)). Therefore, determining “why offspring remain the
group” is not the appropriate question to ask to understand group formation in this case; instead, researchers should determine
“why insiders accept potential joiners”, a topic that depends greatly on the relatedness among insiders and outsiders (Fig. 1).
Furthermore, the direct fitness cost can be too high for insiders (e.g., parents) to accept related potential joiners, whichmay outweigh
the indirect fitness gain of providing a “safe haven” or sharing resources to joining relatives (Fig. 1(a-b)). Thus, the dual benefits
framework explains why habitat saturation occurs commonly but does not always lead to offspring delaying dispersal in all species.

When the primary type of grouping benefit is of the CA type and an outsider can substantially increase the direct fitness of current
group members, then the insiders should accept the potential joiner (Fig. 1(c-d)). In this scenario, an outsider’s decision to join the
group and help or disperse will be the key to determining if a social groups forms (Reeve, 1998). Nevertheless, even in this CA
benefit case, the degree of relatedness and of habitat saturation – represented by the probability of finding a breeding vacancy –

still influences the joining decision of a potential joiner: an outsider that is either related or unrelated to the insiders will be
more likely to join the group and help when the degree of habitat saturation is high (Fig. 1(c-d)). This scenario not only explains
kin group formation, but also why non-kin groups form in many species.

Environmental Fluctuation and Sociality

The dual benefits framework suggests that delayed dispersal is not the reason that all cooperatively breeding groups form. As the
ecological constrains hypothesis originally argued, environmental fluctuation might also influence sociality. Indeed, environmental

Fig. 1 The relationship between relative inclusive fitness of being in the group versus being solitary for an outsider (blue line, from inequality A1),
and of an insider accepting versus rejecting the outsider (green line, from inequality A2). In some cases, a joining outsider decreases the direct
fitness of the insider (Gi¼0.9, L¼1, r¼0.5, Go¼0.4), representing a scenario of resource defense benefits (a) when genetic relatedness between
insiders and an outsider is 0.5, and (b) when relatedness varies. In other cases, a joining outsider increases the direct fitness of the insider (Gi¼1.5,
L¼1, Go¼0.4), representing a scenario of collective action benefits (c) when genetic relatedness between insiders and an outsider is 0.5, and
(d) when relatedness varies. Red lines represent the regions where conflicts of interest over group formation exist between the insider and outsider.
After Shen, S.-F., Emlen, S.T., Koenig, W.D., Rubenstein, D.R., 2017. The ecology of cooperative breeding behaviour. Ecology Letters 20, 708–720.
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fluctuations can have substantial impacts on both the environmental and the social conditions (e.g., population size) that cooper-
ative breeders experience. How environmental quality – the harshness or benignness of environmental conditions – influences the
evolution of sociality can be understood by assessing the different grouping benefits associated with varying environmental condi-
tions, as we described previously. However, since environmental conditions can also influence population size and the relative
fitness of a genotype or a phenotype, the way that natural selection operates in fluctuating environments is different than the
way it does in stable environments. Specifically, the geometric mean of fitness, which can be approximated by the arithmetic
mean fitness, w, and the variance in fitness, s2, through time, approximately equals Gzw"s2/2w (Tuljapurkar, 1982; Gillespie,
1991, 1977; Orr, 2009). Based on this approximation, a cooperative breeding strategy can be selected for either if it has a higher
arithmetic mean fitness or a smaller arithmetic mean but a lower variance in fitness than a solitary strategy. It is also clear that arith-
metic mean fitness is simply a special case of the geometric mean of fitness when the variance of fitness equals to zero. We therefore
apply the concept of geometric mean fitness to the evolution of cooperative breeding behavior in both stable environments and
fluctuating environments in the following sections to illustrate why cooperative breeding behavior can evolve for different reasons
in different types of environments.

Dual Benefits in Temporally Stable Environments

By definition, ecological and social conditions that lead to defendable resources are critical for understanding the evolution of RD
benefits in social groups. Stable but patchy environments are not only more likely to lead to RD benefits, but also to high popu-
lation density, which intensifies intraspecific competition for critical resources (i.e., high degree of habitat saturation), making
defending group resources more valuable. Indeed, much empirical evidence has demonstrated that stable environments and
high population densities favor cooperatively breeding behavior, including the classic study in Seychelles warblers (Acrocephalus
sechellensis) that showed birds only began exhibiting helping behavior when the population size grew so large that not all individ-
uals were able occupy their own territory and breed. Similarly, RD benefits explain why carrion crows (Corvus corone) exhibit helping
behavior in Spain where the population density is low and territories are defensible year-round territory, but not in central Europe
where the population density is high (Baglione et al., 2005). That is, in the Spanish population where habitat is spatially hetero-
geneous, offspring born on high quality territories benefit by remaining on their natal territory to enjoy the RD benefits of higher
survival or territorial inheritance, even when population density is low (Koenig et al., 1992; Komdeur, 1992).

Although RD benefits are likely to be the most important reason for group formation in stable environments, there are empirical
examples – particularly in obligate cooperatively breeding species – where CA benefits can also be important for the evolution of
cooperative breeding in stable environments. For example, increased provisioning efficiency is the primary CA benefits in cooper-
atively breeding pied kingfishers (Ceryle rudis) living in temporally stable but spatially different Rift Valley lake environments where
prey availability is unrelated to climatic conditions (Reyer, 1990). Indeed, the positive fitness effect of helpers was greater at Lake
Victoria than Lake Naivasha because the primary prey fishes are more difficult to catch and nutritionally poorer in Lake Victoria (see
Shen et al., 2017).

Dual Benefits in Temporally Fluctuating Environments

There are three non-mutually exclusive hypotheses concerning the evolution of cooperative breeding in fluctuating environments,
all of which generally emphasize CA benefits in harsh conditions or in fluctuating environments. The “hard life hypothesis” argues
that individuals maintain stable groups through different environmental conditions, but that CA benefits such as cooperative provi-
sioning of young are greater in hard times (Koenig and Mumme, 1987b; Koenig et al., 2011). Thus, if cooperation only provides
benefits in harsh environments, we expect that the variance in fitness will decrease. However, whether the mean fitness will increase
or decrease depends on the fitness impact of cooperation in benign environments, something that remains unclear in many organ-
isms. In contrast, the “fission-fusion hypothesis” proposes that individuals adjust their breeding group size to current environ-
mental conditions – forming larger groups in bad years to obtain CA benefits in harsh condition but becoming solitary or
forming smaller groups in benign conditions (Rubenstein and Lovette, 2007; Emlen, 1982). In this case, since group size is flexibly
adjusted to environmental conditions and grouping benefits, cooperative breeding should lead to lower fitness variance and higher
mean fitness. However, whether the conflict of interest between insiders and outsiders exists and, if it does, how these individuals
resolve such conflict to achieve such flexible social structure remains to be addressed. Finally, the “bet-hedging hypothesis” argues
that unpredictability in highly variable environments favors a cooperative breeding as a strategy to reduce interannual variance in
the reproductive success of social groups, a CA type benefit (e.g., Rubenstein and Lovette, 2007; Jetz and Rubenstein, 2011).
Although there have been a handful of empirical tests of these ideas (Koenig and Walters, 2015; Rubenstein, 2011; Nelson-Flower
et al., 2018), additional studies are needed to explore these ideas.

Finally, these alternative hypotheses are often summarized as emphasizing the relative importance of environmentally-driven
mean versus variance in fitness for cooperative breeders (Rubenstein, 2011). Interestingly, although most theories regarding the
evolution of cooperative breeding dating back to the ecological constraints hypothesis have largely focused on offspring delayed
dispersal decisions (i.e., from the outsider’s perspective), these three hypotheses have implicitly considered the fitness benefit
from the breeders’, or the insiders’ perspectives. Why an outsider prefers to join a cooperatively breeding group in a fluctuating envi-
ronment remains to be explored using insider-outsider conflict theory. Moreover, when the interests of both insiders and outsiders
are considered simultaneously for species experiencing fluctuating environments, the primary grouping benefits for each player
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remains unclear. Thus, there remains much work to be done examining grouping benefits of cooperative breeders – both group
members and potential joiners – that experience fluctuating environmental conditions.

Ecology and Sociality: A Look Forward

For more than 50 years, behavioral biologists have recognized the role that ecological and environmental factors play in shaping
social behavior in vertebrates and other animals. However, a historical emphasis on ecological constraints to dispersal and inde-
pendent breeding largely failed to consider the many types of benefits that animals receive by forming groups, as well as the
role that temporal environmental variation plays in social evolution. More recently, the dual benefits framework has provided
a way to make testable predictions for why animal social behavior has evolved, and it has done so in a way that explicitly considers
both group members as well as potential joins, and species that live in both harsh, unpredictable as well as stable, benign environ-
ments. Ultimately, the dual benefits framework emphasizes the grouping benefits that individuals receive by breeding cooperatively.
Such an integrative understanding of grouping benefits at both intra- and interspecific levels will not only help explain why partic-
ular species breed cooperatively, but it also enables us to address novel questions such as whether the ecological (e.g., host and
species distributional ranges) and evolutionary consequences (e.g., diversification rates in social and non-social lineages) of soci-
ality differ in RD and CA benefit species (Brooks et al., 2017; Sun et al., 2014; Wilson, 2012, 1990). Given the critical role of envi-
ronmental fluctuation in social evolution, studying the past history and current grouping benefits of social species will also provide
crucial insights into how future global climate change will shape the fate of social organisms, including our own species.
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